Join OZ Arts Teaching Artists in series of short, hands-on activities accessible online. Dive into poetry, visual art, music, and dance through a unique STEAM lens designed for 21st century exploration of creativity and expression.

Enter the STEAM FUSION Virtual Library Guide for Educators!

What surprising or unexpected phrases did you create, and what images came to mind?

Which words sparked the most creativity and why?

How would you characterize your first performance of your poem, and what did you add or take away upon subsequent performances?

DIY magnetic poetry without magnets. Create your own individual word lists and build unexpected poems by arranging your words into phrases that attract and/or repel. Surprise yourself!

Science
7.PS1.5-Use the periodic table as a model to analyze and interpret evidence relating to physical and chemical properties to identify a sample of matter.

English Language Arts
11-12.W.TTP.2.f- Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of the topic.

MATERIALS
- Paper
- Pens, markers, or crayons
- Scissors